
Arashiyama and Nara TourArashiyama and Nara TourArashiyama and Nara Tour
9.5 hours9.5 hours9.5 hours

A wonderful trip covering more distant sights from
the city center of Kyoto with a special workshop 
experience! Enjoy the beautiful buildings, the special
lunch, the cultural activity and the heart-warming 
encounter with the Nara-deers!

Kinkaku-ji  (Golden Pavilion)
First, we guide you to this shiny jewel 
box, one of the 17 UNESCO World 
Heritage Sites of Kyoto. Enjoy the Zen 
beauty and challenge to take a picture 
of the Pavilion with its reflection on 
the pond!

Tenryū-ji 
The main attraction of this Zen temple 
is the famous Sogenchi garden with a 
pond shaped after the Chinese 
character ‘kokoro` (心) meaning 
`heart`, `mind` or `spirit`.
UNESCO World Heritage Site!

Bamboo groove  
Yes, this is the Bamboo groove from 
your guide book! This famous path 
surrounded by the Bamboo forest is a 
beloved place of foreign visitors and 
also for Japanese travellers!

Lunch time!  
Would you like to try something local? 
Arashiyama has many famous 
restaurants offering Japanese noodles, 
Kyoto vegetables and boiled tofu sets 
which is one of the healthiest dishes in 
the city.

(Arashiyama Area, Kyoto)

Tōdai-ji
Your last destination is Nara which is 
mostly famous for the deers 
wondering freely in the Nara park and 
the world`s largest bronze statue of 
Buddha Vairocana! Grab some Nara 
snacks for yourself or try the matcha 
ice-cream and do not forget to buy 
some treats for the deers! They will be 
happy to chase you around for their 
biscuits! 

(Nara)

(Kyoto)

Wagashi Workshop
You can learn how to make traditional 
and colorful Japanese sweets called 
“wagashi” with a help of a craftsman 
and our English speaking driver! In the 
end of the class, you can try a fresh 
cup of matcha tea and enjoy a piece of 
wagashi. In the end of the workshop, 
you can bring home 2 pieces you 
made! (JPY 2.000/person)

(Arashiyama Area, Kyoto)

(Arashiyama Area, Kyoto)

(Arashiyama Area, Kyoto)

www.mktaxi-japan.comwww.mktaxi-japan.com
MK Co., LtdMK Co., Ltd

Reservation & InformationReservation & Information

Extension fee

80,560 yen80,560 yenJumbo (9 PAX)

  7,380 yen  7,380 yenHire (4 PAX)
Fare/vehicle

/hour/hour76,990 yen76,990 yen
7,720 yen7,720 yen /hour/hour

With English guiding!!With English guiding!!With English guiding!!

心心

Reservations should be made at least 4 days before the trip by 17:00 (JST). 
Please understand that we cannot guarantee the availability of the workshop.

Online: www.mktaxi-japan.comOnline: www.mktaxi-japan.com

(Every Day: 9:00-18:00)(Every Day: 9:00-18:00)

050-3385-8132

※The fares are applicable within Kyoto City. Parking fees, toll fees and entry fees are not included. Meal is not included.
※We can o�er other vehicles such as BMW, Lexus, Toyota Alphard, Luxury Van and Toyota Sienta (wheelchair transporter). 
※Consumption tax and English guiding is included.
※When calculating the fares, the �gures are rounded to the nearest ten.
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Phone:
mkgroup1026.english
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EXCELLENCE
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R

All season
3/21-6/20,10/1-11/30

Other Times 76,150 yen76,150 yen 7,300 yen7,300 yen /hour/hour


